The recovery of the fluid balance after hemodialysis and hemofiltration.
Dialysis dysequilibrium syndrome is a frequent complication of renal replacement therapy and seems to be related to changes in fluid balance. From previous studies it is known that these changes are less pronounced during hemofiltration (HF), leading to a lower incidence of complaints compared to hemodialysis (HD). To assess the severity and duration of the dysequilibrium syndrome, intracellular (ICV) and extracellular fluid volumes (ECV) were measured during and after HD and HF by means of a non-invasive conductivity method. Blood volume changes were calculated from pre- and post-treatment erythrocyte counts. Seven HD and eight HF patients were studied. Ultrafiltration volume did not differ between both groups. Blood volume decrease was less during HF due to a significant decrease in ICV, the latter being in contrast to an ICV increment during HD. The significant decrease in ICV led to a less severe decrease in ECV (90 versus 85%). Overall, this resulted in a better vascular refill during HF. At the end of treatment ICV and ECV were not in equilibrium yet. During the recovery period ICV increased roughly 3% in the HF group. In the HD group some patients showed an increase while others showed a decrease in ICV. Overall, no change in ICV was noticed. During recovery ECV decreased further in both groups. The measured recovery period was significantly shorter after HF (245 +/- 68 min) than after HD (299 +/- 37), supporting the hypothesis that HF is a more physiological way of treatment compared to HD.